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FEATURES: A full-exterior trim package is seen here with multi-piece 
cornice moldings, clapboard siding, pediments over the windows and 
doors and custom shutters.

FEATURES: The family room is complete with full-height raised 
paneling, a colonial-style mantle and heavy ceiling timbers. There is a 
stain-grade bar that is set in a fully paneled alcove with a stain-grade, 
paneled ceiling and a column/pediment treatment at the entrance.

FEATURES: The study has flawless floor-to-ceiling, stain-grade  
paneling with a carved mantle. The coffered ceiling includes  
multi-piece beams, dentil crown and a paneled tray. The doors  
and windows also have pediment treatments.

FEATURES: The entry foyer 
features floor-to-ceiling 
raised paneling, much of it 
radiused. Additionally, there 
is curved balcony trim,  
over-door pediments and 
raised panel-cased openings 
into adjoining rooms and 
ceiling beams.
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What are the key influences in 
your work today?

Our work blends logistics and 
craftsmanship, so we look to 
architecture’s best work for  
detail execution, while looking 
to other well-run firms as we 
build our management systems.

How would you define a  
successful project?

Upon completion of a project, 
the client is satisfied with 
the balance of cost-to-value 
received, and our team is proud 
of what we have accomplished.

How do you think your clients 
would characterize you?

Our team is young and unique in 
how we approach the millwork 
installation business. We want 
our clients to think of us as 
absolutely reliable and in tune 
with our clients’ needs.

FEATURES: The dining room features raised-panel wainscot,  
a custom-carved mantle and scalloped ceiling trim that forms  
a light cove.

Dan Parish and Zac Eglit, founders of Millworks By Design, recognize the power of an organized labor force.  
With a large team of highly trained carpenters and installers, led by skilled foremen and project managers,  
Millworks By Design has the leadership and logistical capabilities for projects of any size. While the firm  
specializes in monumental millwork installation and custom finish carpentry, the success of Millworks By Design  
lies within its focus on exceptional customer service, dependable crews, knowledgeable management and fine  
craftsmanship. !e firm’s unique ability to provide the best field based installation crews—backed by a highly  
organized support sta" of accountants, estimators and project managers—has placed Millworks By Design in  
a class of its own. Integral to the company is leadership training and education. CEO Dan Parish has heavily  
invested his time and resources into results-driven leadership methodologies, and as a result, Millworks By  
Design attracts and retains the most proficient project managers and foremen in the industry. Based in Agoura  
Hills, with projects throughout Southern California’s most prestigious neighborhoods, and expanding into  
San Francisco, many residential contractors, designers, architects and distributors have benefited from  
Millworks By Design’s experience and expertise in the coordination and installation of fine woodwork.

MILLWORKS BY DESIGN 

“Each day, we judge the success of 
our work as the combination of 
total customer satisfaction and our 
own sense of pride.”
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